At METS 201 3
Polymer's new product,
Carbon Gangways, will

DMS Holland will make their debut appearance
at METS showcasing a unique roll damping
system, named AntiRoll, especially designed Íor

have its world premiere.
The 220 cm gangway
weighs about 8.5 kg

the superyacht market. Thanks to its unique,
dual-axis Íin stabiliser, which rotates whilst

and its mechanical
propefties, exclusive

stabilisation both

design and durability
make it a strong and
rigid construction.
Carbon Gangways
feature high-end

sailing and flaps at anchor, AntiRoll provides
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design through mosaic enables the composition
oÍ any texture and image by its capability to
blend countless colours, uncommon degrees oÍ
brightness and personal sensory experiences.
lrial mosaic is light, quick in assembling,

performance ' \3

in either circumstance,
curved, high-aspect ratio Íin

Italy based lrial is a manufacturer and distributor
of aluminium decorative surfaces, like mosaics,
tilesand, boiserie and showcases several
products at METS 2013. lrial's architecture and
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repositionabrle, doesn't need Íilling and Íeels like
a second, lt can also be used as covering or
Íurnishing accessory but mainly as a work oÍ aft
subjected to changing and etamorphosis. lrial's
new concept oÍ aluminium end use applications
came Írom the passion Íor the century-old

composite materials, the monocoque
technology and is Íurther impÍoved with

signiÍicantly reduces the drag bY
between 50 and 75 percent whilst sailing which

Polymer's No Bonding Technology, All Carbon
Gangway products are Íoldable via durablê
stainless steel hinge and the ergonomic design
enables easy installation, handling and storing

in turn has a positive impact on fuel

consumption, In addition, with the Íin ílapping at
zero speed as opposed to rotating, a greater
lifting Íorce is generated providing a more stallle

techniques and the creativity of its Íounders, lris
Tiberio and Claudia Zironi. They aspire to cÍeate
a new dimension in space through the poetry of
mosaic and the vibrations oÍ patterns and

The visible carbon Íibre antislip suface
guarantees a safe access to the yacht

platform.

colours in the material,

i, wwwdmsholland.com

i. www.irial.it

i. www,polymeÍ,si
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